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Fm 2019 best cheap strikers

Identifying the best wonderkids in Football Manager can prove to be a challenge, but finding affordable wonderkids is almost impossible. It's no surprise that teams are hesitant to sell their young stars, asking for ridiculous prices and flat out rejecting most offers. Fortunately, there are some exceptions to the rule. We've
searched the Football Manager 2019 database to find the best wonderkids you can sign for under £5m. Invest in them now, and you will reap the rewards (and/or profits!) in coming seasons. Fariñez made his senior Venezuela debut in May 2016This 20-year-old keeper is valued at £300k in the game and can be acquired
for around £1m. The Venezuelan international, who was named best Venezuelan Primera División goalkeeper in 2016 and 2017, already has a good level, but has the ability to improve significantly in time. For now you can take advantage of Fariñez 14 reflexes, 14 concentration and 14 bravery attributes, as well as his
excellent set of physical statistics. How to get the most out of FM 2019's most popular formations. Don't expect Malaga winger Ontiveros to be an easy signing - our simulation saw him chased by the likes of Arsenal and Man Utd. Despite this, the 21-year-old wonderkid is equipped with an asking price of just under £5m,
making him an affordable option for most sides. Ontiveros, who has excellent pace and technical skills, has a pretty significant salary in FM 2019, but he's worth the cost if you can maximize his potential on the pitch. Even at 11x his value, Porteous is a bargain at £1mYou will require just over £1m to sign Scottish
youngster Ryan Porteous, even though the 19-year-old is valued at only £90k. The central defender has excellent important defensive stats, including 16 tackles, 14 on the road and 14 marks. It's worth coughing up the necessary funds for the Scotland U-21 international who with the right development, Porteous can
develop into a top defender in both the Scottish Premiership and Sky Bet Championship.Boost your reputation and win more games with these Dynamics tips.19-year-old Manu Morlanes is one of the best bargains in FM 2019 – an impressive midfield talent packing significant potential at a low cost. The Spanish
midfielder is in high demand from the start due to his low minimum rate release clause, which sits at just £750k. Don't wait too long, though, as Villarreal tend to offer Morlanes a new contract as quickly as possible, increasing his estimated cost to anywhere from £2.5m to £4.8m. Marin stands out as a winger on the left or
right side of midfieldYou will find Croatian Antonio Marin playing for Dinamo Under 19s in FM 2019. The 17-year-old striker already has some fantastic stats despite his age, especially in terms of dribbling and speed. Marin sports potential to improve greatly in the future due to his quality of training, playing time and
additional factors, making his £2m asking price and low a no-brainer for most of the The 18-year-old striker can be found in the Danish Superleague. Kudus is another young star with great potential, and his 19 determination state can play a big role in maximizing his development. The Ghanaian finds himself valued at
£300k in FM 2019, but you will require around £1m to snag him - a minimal fee given his impressive talent, including 16 acceleration, 14 dribbles and 14 technique attributes. Gelabert is not the finished package, but boasts remarkable potentialIt's not often that you get the chance to sign a Real Madrid player for under
£1m, but with César Gelabert, you can do just that. The 18-year-old striker has a minimum fee clause of just £70k, although he will also cost around £900k in compensation. You will get a Spain U-21 international with high feel and statistics technology for your money, but expect a tough challenge in tempting him away
from Los Blancos! You have to pay around £2m to acquire this £200k valued Brazilian striker, but his impressive high potential makes him worth the outlay. The 18-year-old, who plays for São Paulo FC at Campeonato Brasileiro Série A, benefits from some excellent attacking stats including 14 pace, 14 dribbles and 13
finishing. However, be aware that it may prove difficult to obtain a work permit for Brenner in some parts of the world. Although Morilla is the best at CAM, he can also play as a strikerSpanish talent Morilla is another 17-year-old with great potential. In fact, our simulation showed him having a five-star potential with the
likes of Man City, making him a true superstar if you can maximize his development. You only need to charge a maximum of £1m for the Sporting Gijon striker, and in return you get a technically impressive talent with 14 acceleration, technology and vision attributes. For more game coverage, follow @RedBullGames on
Twitter and Instagram and like us on Facebook The launch of Football Manager 2019 is imminent, which means it's time to prepare for sleepless nights, cancel any social plans and get acquainted with the Bosnian second division. We simulated several seasons and trawled through hundreds of players' stats to reveal the
best strikers in the game. In the newsletter latest news and analysisHere are the best aftermen in the new Football Manager.Willem Geubbels, AS MonacoSigned from Lyon last summer, loads 17-year-old Willem Geubbels physical statistics in Football Manager 2019. Acceleration, pace, strength and jumping all rank in
the high teens. Solid first touch, calm, finishing and passing make him a serious threat in the striking department. Tammy Abraham, ChelseaTammy Abraham has already impressed for England's Under-21 team (Getty Images)Anyone who begins his Football Manager 2019 career as manager of Aston Villa need not
worry about signing a striker. From the first minute of the pre-season Tammy Abraham bangs in goal left, right and centre, ends top top of the English Championship.The Englishman usually does not break into his parent club first team for the first two seasons, but still increases in value to a high £20m. Pace, strength
and finishing are among his strongest statistics. Florin Andone, Brighton and Hove AlbionFootball Manager 2019: The best defenders to sign the gameAvailable for £5m early in the game, Florin Andone's award is quickly inflated to five times that after a couple of successful seasons. With strong physical statistics, a high
work ethic and solid ball statistics, Andone is rapidly growing into one of the English Premier League's top scorers. Divock Origi, LiverpoolThe Belgian forward may be in Liverpool's shop window right now, but according to Football Manager 2019's predictions, the 23-year-old is growing into one of the best strikers in the
match. After just two seasons Origi is usually worth over £50m with first touch, feel and pace all in the high teens. Jann-Fiete Arp, Hamburg Hamburg striker Fiete Arp almost immediately becomes a prolific striker in Football Manager 2019, competing with Robert Lewandowski and co for the Bundesliga's gold boot. The
German prodigy is off the ball finishing and the expectation is all just shy of 2o after a season or two, making him lethal in front of goal. Marcel Sabitzer, RB LeipzigFootball Manager 2019: The best midfielders to sign the gameAnother player who does not waste his time lighting up the Bundesliga is Marcel Sabitzer.The
Austrian can either be used as a wide offensive midfielder or striker, but his high clearance, stacked physical statistics and aggressiveness make him a complete and utter handful for opposing defences. Watch his price climb to about £30m after a season or two. Giovanni Simeone, FiorentinaStriker Giovanni Simeone
made a name for himself in Genoa, before moving to rival Serie A club Fiorentina (Getty Images)The son of Atletico Madrid gaffer Diego Simeone, Argentine Giovanni is rapidly growing into one of the best strikers in the game. Outstanding headline, anticipation and agility see him become a certified fox-in-the-box.
Everton, GremioAvailable for £12-15m at the start of the match Everton can be used as an attacking midfielder but with impressive finishing, technique and style, the Brazilian can also be used as a flashy striker. Be sure to sign him in the first season while he plays for Gremio, rather than waiting for him to be picked up
by one of Europe's big guns. Expect his value to rise to the £50m mark after three seasons. Sergi Enrich, EibarFootball Manager 2019 wonderkids: best young player with the potential to become global superstarAt 28 Sergi Enrich is hardly a wonderkid, but the Spaniard's potential to unravel La Liga and beyond is
massive. After two seasons, the Eibar forward is usually rival messrs Messi, Griezmann and Diego Costa for the golden boot. Best of all clubs do not have to break the bank to striker who is usually available for under £10m. Matheus Cunha, RB LeipzigThis young Brazilian is is making waves in the Bundesliga and if
football manager predictions are anything to go by the boy is one to watch. High finishing, first touch, technique, acceleration and long shots see Cunha become a prolific striker in this year's edition of the game. The Spaniard's finishing talents are hardly a secret, especially since his arrival on loan at Borussia Dortmund
from Barcelona.In game striker, however, usually wants to leave Barcela straight away, which sees him available for a reduced price after a couple of seasons. High finish, first touch and his off ball stats are all in mid to high teens making him worth every penny. Timo Werner, RB LeipzigTimo Werner developed into a
sublime goalscorer in Football Manager 2019 (Getty Images)There were high hopes for Werner for the World Cup in Russia, but the Leipzig striker failed to meet the soaring expectations. Despite the setback, Werner has continued to impress for his club, scoring four goals so far this season. In Football Manager's
magnificent physical statistics, backed up with strong finishing and off-ball stats, Werner makes the ultimate goal man. Willian Jose, Real San SebastianWillian Jose can be implemented as both an offensive midfielder and a striker, thriving in both positions. Available for £10m at the start of the game, the Brazilian quickly
morphs into a player worth north of £50m. His long shots, technique and strength all stand out. Danny Ings, Southampton's Englishman was offloaded by Liverpool this season, but in Football Manager 2019 Danny Ings is developing into one of the deadliest strikers in the Premier League.After a season or two, the
striker's services are coveted by Man City, among others.The majority of his stats linger in his teens, with the average pace being the only disappointing. Alfredo Morelos, RangersAlready known for his finishing and aggression north of the border, Colombian Alfredo Morelos is a raw talent at the start of Football Manager
2019.The 22-year-old is blessed with sublime finishing, strength and aggression statistics making him an absolute pest for rival defences. Pick up the striker for less than £10m before his price is blown dramatically. The Belgian's time at Chelsea has not quite gone to plan with loan spells for Borussia Dortmund and
Valencia punctuating an indifferent stay at Stamford Bridge.In Football Manager in 2019, but Batshuayi is developing into a sensational striker, with excellent finishing, composure and pace statistics. Expect his value to rise to around £40m after two seasons. Memphis Depay, LyonMemphis Depay has scored three and
assisted to three more for Lyon this season (Getty Images)The Dutchman is another player who has had a less than happy period in the Premier League, leaving Old Trafford after just 33 appearances. Depay has had a rebirth since his exit, but scored 30 goals in 82 appearances for Lyon.In Football Manager attacker's
soaring technical and physical statistics see Europe's biggest usually circling after a one or two. Andrea Belotti, TorinoAndrea Belotti has been a reliable source of goals for Torino since joining from Palermo.And in the Football Manager the Italian's productive nature increases further with finishing, anticipation and off the
ball statistics all ranked in the high teens. Buy the Italian in the first season before his price increases to over £50m. £50m.
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